Valproic acid pathway: pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics
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Introduction

Valproic acid (VPA) is a branched short-chain fatty acid derived from naturally occurring valeric acid. VPA is used primarily in the treatment of epilepsy and seizures, but is also used in migraine, bipolar, mood, anxiety, and psychiatric disorders [1]. Recent work has explored its use as an adjuvant agent in cancer, HIV therapy, and neurodegenerative disease because of its action as histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor [2].

VPA is widely used in pediatric epilepsy because of its multiple mechanisms of action and acceptable safety profile [3]. The dose requirements for VPA are highly variable (10-fold differences in mean dose in adults) [4] and interactions with other drugs are common (discussed below). Therapeutic drug monitoring is commonly used, although both the clinical and toxic effects of the drug are considered to be poorly correlated with total serum concentrations [3].

The drug label carries a black box warning for life-threatening adverse drug reactions (ADR) including hepatotoxicity, teratogenicity, and pancreatitis [1]. Compared with adults, children appear to be at an increased risk for severe hepatotoxic reactions to VPA, in particular those younger than 2 years of age undergoing polytherapy, with existing
developmental delays and coincident metabolic disorders [1]. Hyperammonemia is also a documented ADR of VPA treatment, although this is usually successfully resolved by cessation of VPA and treatment with carnitine [5]. The Food and Drug Administration has issued recommendations for patient testing and advises that VPA is contraindicated in patients with known urea cycle disorders (see Clinical PGx tab at http://www.pharmgkb.org/drug/PA451846). However, specific genetic tests for the determination of at-risk patients are not mentioned.

The aim of this study was to introduce candidate genes in the pharmacokinetics (PK) (Fig. 1), pharmacodynamics (PD) of VPA (Fig. 2), and discuss results from pharmacogenomic studies so far.

**Pharmacokinetics**

VPA is highly protein bound (87–95%) resulting in low clearance (6–20 ml/h/kg) [6]. There are at least three routes of VPA metabolism in humans: glucuronidation, β oxidation in the mitochondria (both considered major routes accounting for 50 and 40% of dose, respectively), and cytochrome P450 (CYP)-mediated oxidation (considered a minor route, ~10%) [7-9].

Valproate glucuronide is the major urinary metabolite of VPA (~30–50%) [8]. In-vitro studies of human liver microsomes and purified recombinant proteins have reported glucuronidation of VPA by UGT1A3, UGT1A4, UGT1A6, UGT1A8, UGT1A9, UGT1A10, UGT2B7, and UGT2B15 [8,10,11]. Other studies have disputed the role of UGT2B15, suggesting that VPA inhibits UGT2B15, but is not glucuronidated by it [12]. UGT1A1 does not have activity against VPA in vitro [8,12].

VPA is a fatty acid and can be metabolized through endogenous pathways in the mitochondria (Fig. 1). It has been observed that some of the mitochondrial metabolites of VPA generated by this pathway are hepatotoxic. The current understanding of VPA bioactivation involves the entry of 4-ene-VPA into the mitochondria, formation of a 4-ene-VPA-CoA ester with the help of ACADSB, and subsequent β-oxidation to form the reactive 2,4-diene-VPA-CoA ester [13,14]. Studies have demonstrated that the β-oxidation is blocked in fluorinated derivatives of 4-ene-VPA [15], and that the fluoro derivative of 4-ene-VPA cannot form a CoA ester [16], indicating a specific role of β oxidation of 4-ene-VPA in the formation of the 2,4-diene metabolite. This putative cytotoxic metabolite (2,4-diene-VPA-S-CoA) further gets conjugated with glutathione to form thiol conjugates. These chemically reactive metabolites generated from 4-ene-VPA have the potential to deplete mitochondrial glutathione pools [13] and form conjugates with CoA [17], in turn inhibiting enzymes in the β-oxidation pathway [18,19]. Identification of N-acetylcysteine conjugates of (E)-2,4-diene-VPA in human urine demonstrated that the reactive thiol conjugates of VPA arise primarily from the biotransformation of (E)-2,4-diene VPA in humans [20].

The key CYP-mediated branch of the VPA pathway is the generation of the metabolite 4-ene-VPA by CYP2C9, CYP2A6, and to a lesser extent by CYP2B6 [21,22]. In addition, these metabolizing enzymes also mediate the metabolism of VPA to the inactive 4-OH-VPA and 5-OH-VPA [23]. CYP2A6 also contributes partially to the formation of 3-OH-VPA [22].

**Pharmacodynamics**

VPA exhibits its PD effects in different ways: it acts on γ amino butyric acid (GABA) levels in the brain, blocks voltage-gated ion channels, and also acts as an HDAC inhibitor.
Impairment of GABAergic inhibitory activity can lead to convulsions, making the control of this pathway a target for antiepileptic drugs. GABA is formed from α-ketoglutarate through the tricarboxylic acid cycle and metabolized to succinate semialdehyde by GABA transaminase (ABAT) and then to succinate by succinate semialdehyde dehydrogenase (ALDH5A1). α-Ketoglutarate can also be converted to succinyl CoA through the action of α-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase (OGDH), shunting it away from the formation of GABA. Ex-vivo and in-vitro studies have shown that VPA inhibits ABAT and ALDH5A1, both of which are involved in the GABA degradation pathway [24]. One in-vitro study also showed that OGDH was inhibited by high concentrations of VPA [24].

Besides increasing GABA levels, VPA may also have antiepileptic activity by reducing the high-frequency firing of neurons by blocking voltage-gated sodium, potassium, and calcium channels (including those coded for by CACNA1C, CACNA1D, CACNA1N, and CACNA1F and the SCN gene family) [24,25]. However, whether VPA increases or decreases the conductance of potassium channels is still controversial [1].

Recently, VPA was demonstrated to be an inhibitor of HDAC1 as well as other HDACs [26,27], which potentially increases the expression of genes involved in apoptosis and antitumor action. Therefore, VPA has been proposed to be a potential antitumor agent. VPA is an activator of HDAC9 and HDAC11 in cancer cell lines. HDAC inhibitor-induced activation/overexpression of specific deacetylases in tumor cells can increase the effectiveness of antineoplastic therapies by promoting selective killing of tumor cells [28].

Pharmacogenomics

There have been relatively few pharmacogenomic studies of VPA compared with other antiepileptic drugs carbamazepine and phenytoin. Most studies that focused on well-known polymorphisms in the UGT and CYP candidate genes included small numbers of individuals and were not informative about the risk for toxicity. However, studies involving some of the more promising candidate genes, which are yet to be replicated, involve mitochondrial genes that may be directly or indirectly affected by toxic VPA metabolites.

UGT variants

A study of recombinant UGT1A6 proteins showed that the *2 haplotype [which comprises rs6759892 T > G (Ser7Ala), rs2070959 A > G (Thr181Ala), and rs1105879 A > C (Arg184Ser)] was associated with increased glucuronidation of VPA compared with the *1 haplotype [10]. However, further work in this series with serotonin, another substrate of UGT1A6, found that the results with recombinant *2 did not correlate well with those seen with human liver microsomes with the *2/*2 genotype.

A recent study on 162 epileptic patients under maintenance with VPA monotherapy and stable seizure control demonstrated that carriers of the variant UGT1A6 19 T > G (rs6759892), 541 A > G (rs2070959), and 552 A > C (rs1105879) haplotypes required higher VPA dosages and had lower log-transformed concentration-to-dose ratios than noncarriers. This may be suggestive of higher activity of the UGT1A6 enzymes in patients with the variant genotypes, indicating a need for higher VPA maintenance dosages as compared with patients without variant alleles [29]. Despite the small sample size and lack of consensus on UGT1A6*2 effect, further study is warranted to determine if UGT1A6 haplotype is useful in guiding starting doses of VPA. Although no studies have shown a relevance of UGT1A6 to risk of toxicity in adult epilepsy, this enzyme is known to be developmentally regulated, and is not expressed at adult levels until sometime after 10 years of age [30]. This could, therefore, be a factor in the risk for VPA toxicity in infants.
Cytochrome P450 variants

In a PK study of 179 Asian patients with epilepsy, individuals with nonfunctional CYP2A6, CYP2D6, or CYP2C9 alleles had higher mean plasma VPA concentrations compared with those without [9]. Variant alleles in the CYP2A6, CYP2B6, and CYP2C9 genes may explain ~6–14% of interindividual variability in VPA PK, and individuals with the CYP2A6*4, CYP2B6*6, or CYP2C9*3 alleles in particular may have enhanced exposure to VPA; the effects of these allelic variations on toxicity has not been assessed to date. In-vitro studies of recombinant CYP2C9*2 and CYP2C9*3 proteins and human liver microsomes showed reduced formation of 4-ene-VPA, 4-OH-VPA, and 5-OH-VPA metabolites of VPA [23]. However, a small study of CYP2C9 variants on production of 4-ene-VPA in vivo showed no significant effects [31]. Although variants in the CYPs do not appear to play a significant role in the hepatotoxicity of VPA through generation of toxic metabolites, polytherapy has been shown to significantly increase the concentration of 4-ene-VPA [31]; thus, although a minor part of the PK pathway, flux in this pathway is important for toxicity and may be more important in patients with impaired UGTs.

Additional variants

As mentioned above, VPA is contraindicated in individuals with urea cycle disorders. Two urea cycle disorder genes have direct relationships with VPA: (a) carbamoyl phosphate synthetase 1 (CPS1) encodes a mitochondrial enzyme that catalyzes the conversion of ammonia to urea in the liver. CPS1 gene expression can be altered by epigenetic mechanisms [32]. Therefore, it is conceivable that VPA may influence CPS1 transcription and thus, ammonia metabolism. Alternatively, CPS1 may be impacted by general mitochondrial dysfunction caused by toxic VPA metabolites. In a small study (n = 79), the rs1047891A (4217C > A) polymorphism of CPS1 was associated with an increased risk of hyperammonemia when receiving combined treatment of VPA with two or more other antiepileptics [33]. This SNP is also associated with lower CPS1 activity [34]. (b) VPA has also been shown to interact with another gene in the urea cycle, N-acetylglutamate synthase, which is expressed in the mitochondrion. The metabolite valproyl-CoA inhibits N-acetylglutamate synthase in rat liver mitochondria [5]. There are three additional cytosolic genes that are known to be mutated in urea cycle disorders: arginase (ARG), argininosuccinase acid lyase (ASL), and argininosuccinic acid synthetase (ASS). Although no studies were found that examine these candidates and VPA, given the PD relationship of VPA to succinate, it is reasonable to suspect that there could be an indirect relationship through this part of the PD pathway.

Another mitochondrial gene, polymerase gamma gene (POLG) has been associated with toxicity to VPA. Mutations in POLG result in various disorders, including the neurometabolic disorder Alpers–Huttenlocher syndrome [35], which are associated with increased risk for VPA hepatotoxicity. Approximately one-third of Alpers–Huttenlocher patients, homozygous or heterozygous for POLG mutations, develop liver failure within 3 months of exposure to VPA [35]. It is unclear whether VPA interacts with POLG directly or whether this is the result of indirect mitochondrial dysfunction induced by toxic VPA metabolites. In addition to the rare variants in POLG, common yet functional polymorphisms of POLG may be present in 0.5% of the population, and are associated with migraine, epilepsy, and Parkinson’s disease, indications that might lead to the prescription of VPA [35]. Although replication of this association is necessary, these results suggest that screening for functional POLG polymorphisms might help to minimize the risk of liver failure in patients exposed to VPA.

Additional new pharmacogenomic candidates for VPA response include rs226957, a variant in the promoter of transcription factor XBPI. The G allele of rs226957 (~ 116C > G) has
reduced transcription compared with the C allele and is associated with increased VPA response in a small study of bipolar disorder patients ($n = 51$) [36,37]. Also, the rs1019385 G variant upstream of GRIN2B, a subunit of the NMDA receptor, is associated with decreased dose requirement for epilepsy patients ($n = 162$) [29]. The G allele is associated with decreased transcription compared with the T allele, and is overrepresented in patients with schizophrenia [38]. These results suggest that the GRIN2B polymorphism may cause NMDA receptor dysfunction, leading to glutamate-mediated neuronal excitation and in turn reducing the effective dose of VPA required to control epilepsies.

**Conclusion**

Although there is considerable evidence to link the candidate genes for both the PK and PD of VPA, very few studies have identified genomic variants that influence drug dosage, drug-induced toxicity, and treatment outcome. The major drawback of these studies is their small sample size, and conflicting results limit confidence about their pharmacogenomics relevance. There is a need for validating these associations in larger cohorts, and pediatric cohorts in particular. Glucuronidation is the primary route of VPA metabolism in adults, and expression of many UGTs is decreased in infants and young children because of developmental factors. Therefore, more VPA is available for mitochondrial and CYP-mediated biotransformation, particularly in infants. Induction of CYP metabolism by coadministered enzyme-inducing antiepileptic drugs theoretically could increase the relative formation of 4-ene-VPA, drive more substrate through the β-oxidation pathway, and increase the risk of mitochondrial stress and hepatotoxicity. However, the mechanisms underlying the increased risk of severe hepatotoxicity in infants and young children remains elusive.

Many drug–drug interactions have been reported for VPA and this list will likely increase as VPA is used in additional indications where polytherapy is common, such as HIV and cancer. A better understanding of VPA pathways should aid in predicting novel drug–drug interactions and avoiding ADRs from concomitant treatments. These may also aid in the design of large genomic studies that validate the effects of the genomic variants already reported and find new influential variants. Complementary metabolomics studies may also aid in profiling patients at risk for ADRs. Although severe urea cycle disorders are rare, there is preliminary evidence that other common variants may also influence risk for ADRs. More work is needed in larger cohorts to examine the role of newer candidate genes and variants in VPA PK and PD pathways.
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Fig. 1.
Graphic representation of the candidate genes involved in valproic acid (VPA) pharmacokinetics. A fully interactive version of this pathway is available online at PharmGKB at http://www.pharmgkb.org/pathway/PA165964265. CYP, cytochrome P450.
Fig. 2.
Graphic representation of the candidate genes involved in valproic acid (VPA) pharmacodynamics. A fully interactive version of this pathway is available online at PharmGKB at http://www.pharmgkb.org/pathway/PA165959313.